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SUMMARY It has been suggested that a hyperkinetic circulatory state, with high cardiac output, causes
high blood pressure in childhood and, secondarily, in adulthood. We studied blood pressure and
cardiac output in 319 subjects aged 15 to 19. Blood pressure was measured with an automated device;
cardiac output was estimated by M-mode echocardiography and indexed by body surface area. The
distribution of cardiac output was stratified using quartiles. Mean arterial pressure was virtually
constant over these strata, with boys and girls showing essentially the same pattern. Linear regression
of mean arterial pressure on cardiac output yielded a coefficient which was not significantly different
from zero. A history of high blood pressure in the parents was positively associated with mean arterial
pressure, but unrelated to cardiac output, in the offspring. This evidence does not support the
hypothesis that the hyperkinetic circulatory state causes high blood pressure in childhood; rather,
raised blood pressure in adolescents appears to relate to increased peripheral vascular resistance.
Therefore, our findings lend support to the view that change in blood pressure over time is caused by a
gradual increase in peripheral resistance beginning early in life.

cohort of the Perinatal Study, born between 1959 and
1962, who had no known congenital anomalies and who
had been re-examined as part of the Perinatal Study at 7
years of age. A sample of about 900 persons, unselected
as to blood pressure, was invited by letter to take part in
a study of cardiovascular risk indicators8; 456 persons
responded and 380 were examined. This report deals
with subjects who were 15-0 to 19-9 years of age at the
time of the cardiovascular study (1977 to 1979). There
were a total of 319 (168 male and 151 female) subjects.
The majority (215) were 17 years of age.
Systolic and diastolic blood pressures were measured
with a Narco Physiograph automated device as
described earlier.8 Diastolic pressure was based on the
fifth phase of the Korotkoff sounds. The measurements were obtained between 8.00 and 9.30 am, with
the subjects in a fasting state. All the readings were
obtained with appropriately sized cuffs9 and with the
subjects in a recumbent position. Mean arterial
Subjects and methods
pressure was computed by adding one third of the
The subjects were participants of the Collaborative pulse pressure to diastolic pressure. A history of high
Perinatal Study,7 in which pregnant women and those blood pressure was obtained from the parents by

It has been proposed that a "hyperkinetic" circulatory
a high cardiac
of high blood
pressure.2 Many children and adolescents with high
blood pressure, sometimes referred to as "labile" or
"borderline" hypertensives, are thought to have high
cardiac output.3 It has been suggested that an early rise
in blood pressure, whether resulting from increased
cardiac output or from other factors, causes alterations
in the vascular wall4 and/or the kidneys.5 These alterations are held to be responsible for the increased
peripheral resistance which accompanies high blood
pressure in adults.6
To test whether a hyperkinetic circulatory state is a
determinant of high blood pressure in the young, we
examined blood pressure in relation to cardiac output
in 319 subjects aged 15 to 19.

state' during youth, characterised by
output, plays a part in the aetiology

of their children born between 1959 and 1966 were
studied in 12 medical centres in the USA. Eligible for
the present study were white members of the Boston

interview.

Cardiac output was obtained by M-mode echocardiography, as described by Roelandt,'0 on the same
occasion as when blood pressure was measured. Stroke
volume was estimated by subtracting the cubed end-
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systolic diameter of the left ventricle from the cubed
end-diastolic diameter. Heart rate was measured from
the echocardiogram. An index of cardiac output was
obtained by dividing it by body surface area, calculated
according to Dubois and Dubois.
The relation between cardiac output (index) and
blood pressure was analysed in three ways. Firstly, we
compared mean levels of mean arterial pressure among
strata based on quartiles of cardiac output. Secondly,
cardiac output of subjects with the highest values of
mean arterial pressure was compared with that in the
other study subjects. Thirdly, a linear regression
analysis of mean arterial pressure on cardiac output was
made. No age stratification or standardisation was
applied because of the narrowness of the range of age.
Results
The values of mean arterial pressure ranged from 61 to
107 mmHg, with an average of 83-0. The average was
higher for boys than for girls, because of a higher
average systolic pressure. Mean cardiac output (index)
was 3 15 1/min per m2, with similar values for male and
female subjects (Table 1).
Mean values of mean arterial pressure were virtually
constant over the strata of cardiac output. Boys and
girls showed essentially the same pattern (Table 2).
The subjects with the highest values of mean arterial
pressure (90th centile or higher) had a mean cardiac
output of 3 30 1/min per m2 (95% CI: 3-01 to 3-59),
whereas those with mean arterial pressure less than the
90th centile had a mean cardiac output of 3*14 (95% CI:
-

Table 1 Blood pressure, heart rate, and cardiac output in
subjects aged 15 to 19

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)
Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)
Mean arterial pressure (mmHg)
Heart rate (beats/min)
Cardiac output (1/min per m2)

Boys
Mean±S D
(n= 168)

Girls
Mean±S D
(n= 151)

127-7±11-6
64-4± 9.2

117.4 ±10.7
639 ± 8.9
81-7 ± 8-3
70.1 ±12-7
3 11± 082

84-2± 8-2

61-5±11-1
32± 0-78

3*05 to 3-23)). The difference between these means was
significalLntly different from zero.
Linear reegression of mean arterial pressure on
cardiac output yielded a coefficient of 0 6 mmHg/l per
min per m2 (95% CI: -0-6 to 1-8), which also was not
significantly different from zero.

not

Discussion
Our finding of no association between blood pressure
and cardiac output in teenagers is at variance with
previous stiudies2 3 12 in which cardiac output was
measured inivasively. Recent investigations,13 14 using
non-invasivee (echocardiographic) estimation of cardiac
output, faile.d to show high cardiac output in children
with relative ly high blood pressure. In those studies the
number of ;subjects was relatively small and "hypertensive" chiildren were contrasted with normotensive
controls. Ini the present study cardiac output was
estimated in a study population unrestricted as to blood
pressure, ernabling evaluation of the trend of blood
pressure oveer the whole range of cardiac output, with
avoidance Af the potential bias caused by varying
familiarity o)f cases and controls with the procedures.
The stud)y population comprised newborns enrolled
in a large pelrinatal study7 who were re-examined at age
7. An unsellected sample was invited for the present
study and ii rn about 40% of the invited subjects both
blood pressiure and cardiac output were measured. No
appreciable differences in blood pressure, heart rate,
height, and weight at the age of 7 were found between
those who tc)ok part in the present study and those who
did not. ITherefore, it seems unlikely that the
procedure a f subject selection has led to differential
exclusion off teenagers with high blood pressure and
high cardiac output.
The non--invasive measurement of cardiac output
may be subj ject to criticism. 15 16 Though the measurement of cardiac output by echocardiography
undoubtedl y involves considerable random errors, this
also is true when invasive techniques are employed.
Nevertheles,s, stroke volume values obtained by angiocardiograph y and M-mode echocardiography have

Table 2 Mean arterial pressure (mean± I SEM) by categories of cardiac output
Mean arterial pressure (mmHg)

Cardiac output
Stratum

I
II
III
IV

All strata

Range*
(1I/mmn per in2)

Both sexes
No.
Mean±SEM

(16-2-5)
(2-63-0)
(3-1-3-6)
(3-7-5-5)
(16-5-5)

79
80
80
80
319

82-8±0-9
82-3±1-1
82 9±0-9
84-2±1-0
83 1±0 5

Girls

Boys
No.

Mean±SEM

No.

Mean±SEM

42
42
42
42
168

85 2±1 1

37
38
38
38
151

82.4±14

83-9±1-4
83-5±1 2
84 3±1 4
842±06

*Ranges for boys and girls separately were only slightly different from the ranges for boys and girls combined.

79-4±1-4
81 5±1 3

83-6±1-4

81l7±0-7
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been shown to be in reasonably good agreement in
adults'7 and children. 18 We used the cube method to
calculate stroke volume10; application of the corrected
cube method as suggested by Teichholz et al. 17 did not
alter the observed regression coefficient between blood
pressure and cardiac output. Though random errors in
cardiac output tend to lead to an underestimate of the
true relation with blood pressure, we believe that these
errors are unlikely to be much larger in our study than
in previous ones, in which cardiac output was
measured invasively. We therefore think it improbable
that information bias is responsible for our findings.
Epidemiological studies'9 have shown that levels of
blood pressure in young people have good predictive
value for later life. This "tracking" of blood pressure
implies that the study subjects with the highest mean
arterial pressure are likely to be future hypertensives.
We found no difference between their average cardiac
output and that of their counterparts with lower mean
arterial pressure and this is in agreement with the
finding of no association between levels of blood
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pressure and of cardiac output over the whole range of
the latter.
Our study indicates that in adolescents a high blood
pressure reflects high resistance of the vascular bed
rather than high cardiac output. As there is evidence
for high blood pressure to run in families,20 one would
expect high blood pressure in parents to be associated
with high vascular resistance, and not with high cardiac
output, in the offspring. The Fig. shows that this was
the case in our subjects: children whose parents had a
history of high blood pressure had higher mean arterial
pressure and vascular resistance than children with no
parental history of high blood pressure (Table 3).
The evidence presented here suggests that the
hyperkinetic circulatory state does not have an
important role in the aetiology of high blood pressure,
since blood pressure in teenagers seems to be related to
peripheral resistance, rather than to cardiac output.
These results support the view that rises in blood
pressure as people get older are caused by a gradual
increase in peripheral resistance, which begins quite
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Fig. Mean arterial blood pressure, cardiac output, and total peripheral resistance in teenagers, according to number

ofparents with a history ofhigh blood pressure. Mean values are given with I SEM.
Table 3 Mean arterial pressure (mmHg), cardiac output (I/min per m2), and vascular resistance (mmHg/lper min per m2) in teenagers,
according to history ofhigh blood pressure in their parents
History of high
blood pressure

No.

Mean arterial
Mean±SEM

Neither parent
One parent
Both parents
Regression coefficient**

(P(2)-value)***

182
80
11

82-1±0-6
84-3±1-0
90-2±3-1

2-9±0-9

(0-003)

*Computed as: resistance =mean arterial pressure/cardiac output.

**Trend of mean pressure, cardiac output, and resistance on history of high blood
regression analysis, using the inverse of the variances as weights.
***Two-sided p value, computed using X2 test, 1 df, to test difference from zero.

H5

Cardiac output

Resistance*

Mean±SEM

Mean±SEM

pressure

3-17±0-06
3-07±0-09

27-7±0-5

2-91+0-28

28-8±0-8
32-3±2-5

(0-19)

(0-06)

-0.11+0-09

pressure in parents; coefficient obtained

15±0-8
by weighted
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early in life.
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